
The Higher Education and Research Bill 2016:

• Has not received full scrutiny with government turbulence in July 2016 and the

current Brexit environment.

• Removes existing Privy Council authority over universities and instead places HE

providers in England and Wales under the new Office for Students (OfS), reducing

university autonomy

• Contains problematic definitions of academic freedom as the ability to operate

within bureaucratic constraints, clauses 2 and 35 (a more recognisable version is

inserted via clause 14, but there is no clear mechanism to enforce institutions or the

government to uphold academic freedom.)

• Imposes a costly and unwieldy bureaucratic burden (the “Teaching Excellence

Framework,” or TEF) on universities already saturated with bureaucracy (the

“Research Excellence Framework,” or REF, among others). Current QAA designations

of quality are to be used for the first round of TEF. Why aren’t these sufficient to

continue?

• Requires HE institutions to pay for the cost of administering the TEF, without a

mechanism to control such costs

• Requires HE providers to pay to support the OfS that registers and categorises them

– creating a conflict of interest given the high stakes of potential tuition fee

categories

• Establishes incentives (via the TEF) to “dumb down” course content to encourage

positive student ratings, producing less resilient and capable HE graduates

• Creates a reduced-scrutiny process for new HE providers to start enrolling students

without adequate vetting, endangering the reputation of UK higher education

throughout the globe

• Endangers students and society with the introduction of US-style subprime HE

providers who wish to profit from a (new) student loans market – threatening

increased debt for bogus degrees

• Mandates that the OfS register and categorise HE providers in order to set a pathway

to fee increases – those with high TEF scores can charge more

• Establishes a structure to punish institutions with low TEF scores via fines and

potential de-registration, with the intent that some HE providers will “exit”

• Neglects to provide a detailed and credible framework to protect students in the

event their HE institution “exits”

• Ignores the mission of universities as charitable institutions for the public good,

instead pressing them into a for-profit structure. Includes no provisions for student

or staff representation in the OfS



• Reduces academic freedom in research via the new umbrella UKRI, a body that

incorporates both research councils and business interests (including a provision that

UKRI may provide research services to third parties)

As of this writing, the Bill has its last day in the Commons committee on 18 October. It will

then go to the House of Lords, where we are hoping for substantial opposition and

amendments. There will be a Third Reading of the Bill in the Commons after that.


